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The effect of semantic set size on word learning by preschool
children
Holly L. Storkel and Suzanne M. Adlof
University of Kansas
Abstract
Purpose—The purpose was to determine whether semantic set size, a measure of the number of
semantic neighbors, influenced word learning, and whether the influence of semantic set size was
broad, showing effects on multiple measures both during and after learning.
Method—Thirty-six preschool children were exposed to 10 nonobjects, varying in semantic set size,
paired with 10 nonwords, controlling phonotactic probability and neighborhood density. Nonobject
– nonword pairs were presented in a game format. Learning was measured in naming and referent
identification tasks administered before, during, and one-week after training.
Results—Results showed no differences in naming or identifying the referents of the nonobject –
nonword pairs with small versus large semantic set sizes before and during training. However, one-
week after training, children named and identified the referents of nonobject – nonword pairs with
small set sizes more accurately than those with large set sizes.
Conclusions—Similarity to known representations appears to influence word learning, regardless
of whether the similarity involves lexical or semantic representations. However, the direction of the
effect of similarity to known representations on word learning varies depending on the specific type
of representation involved. Specifically, lexical similarity speeds learning, whereas semantic
similarity slows learning.
Keywords
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When a child encounters a novel sound form paired with a novel object, the child must
recognize that a new word was heard and initiate the process of learning that word. Assuming
that the phonemes of the novel word are known (e.g., correctly perceived and/or articulated),
learning the novel word presumably involves activating known phonological
representations, specifically mental representations of the individual phonemes that compose
the word (e.g., Gupta & MacWhinney, 1997; Storkel, Armbruster, & Hogan, 2006). Activated
phonological representations, in turn, spread activation to known lexical representations, the
mental representation of the whole-word sound form as an integrated unit (e.g., Gupta &
MacWhinney, 1997; Storkel et al., 2006). However, none of the known lexical representations
will exactly match the novel word. In complement, the novel object will activate known
semantic representations, the mental representation of the characteristics of the referent (e.g.,
Gupta & MacWhinney, 1997; Storkel et al., 2006). Like known lexical representations, none
of the known semantic representations will exactly match the novel object. As a result, creation
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of a new lexical and semantic representation likely will be initiated (e.g., Storkel et al.,
2006). In addition, associations or connections will be created between the new lexical and
semantic representations and between the new representations and similar existing
representations (e.g., Gupta & MacWhinney, 1997; Storkel et al., 2006). This suggests the
possibility that existing similar representations of known words may influence the learning of
a novel word.
Emerging evidence suggests that phonological and lexical similarity do influence word
learning. One index of phonological similarity is phonotactic probability, the likelihood of
occurrence of a given phoneme in a given word position and/or of a given pair of adjacent
phonemes in a given word position. One index of lexical similarity is neighborhood density,
the number of words that differ by one phoneme from a given word. These two measures of
phonological and lexical similarity have tended to be studied in tandem because of the reported
positive correlation between phonotactic probability and neighborhood density (Storkel,
2004b; Vitevitch, Luce, Pisoni, & Auer, 1999). That is, low probability sound sequences tend
to be phonologically similar to few other words in the language, thus residing in low density
neighborhoods. In complement, high probability sound sequences tend to be phonologically
similar to many other words in the language, residing in high density neighborhoods. Word
learning research has shown that typically developing preschool children tend to learn high
probability/high density novel words more rapidly than low probability/low density novel
words (Storkel, 2001, 2003, 2004a; Storkel & Maekawa, 2005; Storkel & Rogers, 2000).
Similar to the research with phonotactic probability, semantic research demonstrates that
children extract semantic regularities from the ambient language and that these regularities, in
turn, influence word learning. For example, toddlers appear to extend novel words referring to
count nouns (i.e., individuated solid items such as “car”) on the basis of shape, presumably
because they have extracted the regularity that count noun categories tend to refer to items
sharing shape (see Smith, 1999; 2000 for review). Moreover, toddlers tend to learn novel words
better when the shape of the novel object is reinforced by an appropriate gesture (Capone &
McGregor, 2005). In addition, toddlers extend novel words referring to mass nouns (i.e., non-
individuated non-solid items such as “water”) on the basis of material because it is precisely
this feature that is shared across members of the same category (e.g., Samuelson & Smith,
1999; Soja, 1992; Soja, Carey, & Spelke, 1991). Taken together, children appear to extract
semantic regularities and use these regularities to extend the use of a novel word to other
exemplars. Furthermore, highlighting these regularities appears to facilitate novel word
learning.
Unlike research with lexical representations, semantic research in word learning has not yet
considered how the number of similar known representations may influence word learning.
That is, no word learning studies have considered the impact of a semantic variable that
parallels neighborhood density. However, such a variable does exist and has been extensively
studied in the adult memory literature and, to a lesser extent, in the adult language processing
literature. Semantic set size refers to the number of words that are meaningfully related to or
frequently associated with a given word and often is determined through a discrete association
task (Nelson, McEvoy, & Schreiber, 1998). In a discrete association task, a spoken or printed
word is presented and the participant reports the first word that comes to mind that is
meaningfully related to or frequently associated with the word. Any word reported by two or
more participants is considered a semantic neighbor of the given word, and semantic set size
is determined by tallying the total number of semantic neighbors.
In adult memory research, semantic set size has typically been examined in recall and
recognition tasks where the participant is given a list of known words to study and later
prompted to recall the items on the list or asked to recognize the items on the list from a field
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of choices (see Nelson & Zhang, 2000 for review). Generally, recall is superior for words with
a small set size (i.e., few semantic neighbors) than words with a large set size (e.g., Nelson,
Bennett, Gee, Schreiber, & McKinney, 1993; Nelson, McKinney, Gee, & Janczura, 1998;
Nelson, Schreiber, & McEvoy, 1992). In this case, it is thought that words with a large set size
lead to confusability between studied words and other known words at test, resulting in poorer
recall or recognition of words with large set sizes compared to those with small set sizes.
However, a different pattern is observed in language processing by adults. Specifically, in
lexical decision of visually presented words, words with a large set size are responded to more
quickly than words with a small set size (Buchanan, Westbury, & Burgess, 2001; Yates, Locker,
& Simpson, 2003). Here, it is thought that activating a larger network of words (i.e. a large set
size) spreads greater activation to the target word facilitating recognition of the visually
presented target word. To our knowledge, the effect of semantic set size on word learning has
not been investigated in either adults or children.
How might semantic set size influence novel word learning? According to Samuelson and
Smith (2000), knowledge in children and adults can be thought of as a dynamic combination
of perceiving and remembering. For word learning, this means that when a novel word is
perceived, relevant known words, objects, concepts, and experiences are remembered,
allowing integration of the current novel word with already learned information. This also
allows past learned patterns to influence new word learning, as in the case of the previously
discussed shape bias. This view of knowledge suggests that semantic set size may be relevant
for word learning. When a novel word is encountered, semantically similar words would be
recalled, potentially influencing learning of the novel word. Some novel words might lead to
recall of only a few known words, namely a small set size, whereas others might lead to recall
of many known words, namely a large set size. The direction of the influence of semantic set
size on word learning is unclear. On the one hand, a small set size might facilitate word learning
relative to a large set size because there would be less confusion between the newly formed
semantic representation and other known semantic representations. This would be consistent
with set size findings from the adult memory literature. On the other hand, a large set size might
facilitate word learning because integration of the newly formed semantic representation with
many known semantic representations may enhance the semantic representation of the new
word. This would be consistent with neighborhood density findings from the child and adult
word learning literature.
The purpose of this study was to establish whether semantic set size influenced word learning
by preschool children and to compare these results to past studies of neighborhood density to
determine whether similarity to known representations exerts a parallel influence across lexical
and semantic representations. To this end, preschool children participated in a word learning
task that varied the semantic set size of the nonobjects to be learned while holding the
phonotactic probability and neighborhood density of the nonword names of these nonobjects
constant. Analysis of the main effect of set size addresses this question.
A further issue addressed by this study was the breadth of the influence of semantic set size
on word learning. Specifically, the effect of semantic set size was examined in two tasks and
at two time points. In terms of tasks, the two tasks varied in the demand placed on the newly
formed lexical and semantic representations. In the naming task, children were shown one
nonobject and had to produce the nonword name. It was hypothesized that this task placed
greater demands on the lexical representation because the child must retrieve the word form
from memory to successfully name the nonobject (e.g., Hoover & Storkel, 2005; Storkel,
2001). In the referent identification task, children heard one nonword and had to select the
corresponding nonobject from a field of choices. It was hypothesized that this task placed
greater demands on the semantic representation because the child must retrieve the word’s
referent from memory and match it to one of the choices (e.g., Hoover & Storkel, 2005; Storkel,
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2001). If the effect of semantic set size is narrow, then it likely would be detected only in one
task, presumably the referent identification task with its heavier demands on the newly formed
semantic representation. In contrast, if the effect of semantic set size is broad, then it would be
detected in both tasks. Analysis of the interaction of semantic set size and task addresses this
question. Past research on the effect of correlated phonotactic probability and neighborhood
density has shown a broad impact on word learning with the influence of phonotactic
probability/neighborhood density being observed in both naming and referent identification
tasks (Storkel, 2001, 2003; Storkel & Maekawa, 2005).
In terms of time, both learning and retention of the stimuli were examined by administering
the naming and referent identification tasks immediately following training and one week after
training. It was assumed that testing immediately following training would index the effect of
semantic set size on the formation of new representations and new connections between
representations, whereas testing one week after training would tap the retention of these new
representations and connections. If the effect of semantic set size is narrow, then it would only
be detected at one test point. In contrast, if the effect of semantic set size is broad, then it would
be detected at both test points. Analysis of the interaction of semantic set size and time addresses
this question. Past research has shown that phonotactic probability/neighborhood density
impacts both learning and retention, although the effect may be stronger at retention (Storkel,
2001, 2003, 2004a; Storkel & Maekawa, 2005).
Method
Participants
Thirty-six preschool children participated (M = 4; 8; SD = 7 months; range 4; 0 – 6; 5). All
children were monolingual English-speakers with no known history of speech, language,
cognitive, or developmental delays based on parent report. Children passed a hearing screening
and performed within normal limits on standardized articulation and vocabulary tests (ASHA,
1997; Dunn & Dunn, 1997; Goldman & Fristoe, 2000; Williams, 1997). Specifically, the mean
standard score on the Goldman-Fristoe Test of Articulation – 2 was 110 (SD = 7, range 94–
120). The mean standard score on the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test – 3 was 107 (SD =
10, range 90–135) and on the Expressive Vocabulary Test was 105 (SD = 10, range 89–127).
Stimuli
Stimuli consisted of 10 nonobjects varying in semantic set size and 10 nonwords holding
phonotactic probability and neighborhood density constant.
Nonobjects—The 10 nonobjects were selected from a set of 88 black and white nonobject
line drawings developed by Kroll and Potter (1984) and normed for semantic set size by Storkel
and Adlof (2007). The nonobjects were “created by tracing parts of drawings of real objects
and regularizing the resulting figures” (Kroll & Potter, 1984, p. 41). No additional details were
provided about nonobject construction in the original article. The nonobjects are presented in
the appendix of the original article and are identified by number in that appendix. All references
to the nonobjects follow this original numbering convention. Storkel and Adlof (2007)
determined the semantic neighbors of the full set of 88 nonobjects for 82 adults and then for a
subset of 47 nonobjects for 92 preschool children. For both age groups, a discrete association
task was used to determine the neighbors of each nonobject. Adults and children were shown
each nonobject picture and asked to report the first word that came to mind that was
meaningfully related to or frequently associated with the picture. Responses reported by two
or more participants within a group (adult or child) were considered semantic neighbors of the
nonobject. The number of different semantic neighbors was tallied for each nonobject for each
group (adult or child), yielding the semantic set size for that group.
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The underlying hypothesis in using these discrete association norms to select the nonobjects
for this word learning study is that the discrete association task taps a similar process of
perceiving and remembering as word learning. That is, when the nonobject is presented, either
in a discrete association or a word learning task, the same known words are remembered,
provided that the presentation conditions are similar. The presentation of the nonobjects in this
study is similar to that of the discrete association study (Storkel & Adlof, 2007), as described
in the training script below. This logic is similar to that of the adult memory literature
manipulating semantic set size (e.g., Nelson et al., 1993; Nelson, McKinney et al., 1998; Nelson
et al., 1992).
The nonobjects for this study originally were selected based on the adult semantic set size
because the child semantic set size data were being collected while this study was being
prepared. Child semantic set size data were examined after data collection began for this study.
Selected nonobjects are shown in Table 1. “Small” and “large” semantic set sizes were defined
based on the percentiles for adult semantic set size for the full set of 88 nonobjects. Specifically,
small semantic set sizes were those between the 10th and 25th percentiles (i.e., adult semantic
set size 7–9), and large semantic set sizes were those between the 50th and 75th percentiles
(i.e., adult semantic set size 11–12). In addition, nonobjects with small and large semantic set
sizes were matched on objectlikeness ratings provided by Kroll and Potter (1984).
Objectlikeness ratings were collected from 100 undergraduates who rated the degree to which
the nonobject resembled a real object on a 7-point scale. A rating of 1 indicated that the
nonobject “looked very much like a real object,” whereas a rating of 7 indicated that the
nonobject “looked nothing like a real object” (Kroll & Potter, 1984, p. 60). Nonobjects with a
small semantic set size had objectlikeness ratings from 3.1 to 4.6 and nonobjects with a large
semantic set size had comparable objectlikeness ratings from 3.3 to 4.8.
Although nonobjects were originally selected based on adult data, child data were examined
when they became available. As shown in Table 1, child semantic set sizes yielded non-
overlapping sets of nonobjects with small (i.e., 6–10 semantic neighbors) versus large semantic
set sizes (i.e., 11–17 semantic neighbors).
Storkel and Adlof (2007) reported a significant negative correlation between semantic set size
and neighbor strength. Neighbor strength is the proportion of participants who reported the
word as a neighbor of the nonobject out of the total number of participants. For adults and
children, Storkel and Adlof (2007) found that the strength of the first and possibly second
strongest neighbors was significantly negatively correlated with semantic set size. Thus,
nonobjects with a small semantic set size tended to have stronger first and possibly second
neighbors than nonobjects with a large semantic set size. Said differently, nonobjects with
small semantic neighborhoods tended to have one to two more dominant neighbors than
nonobjects with large semantic neighborhoods (see also Buchanan et al., 2001 for a similar
finding with real words). This pattern also held for the selected nonobjects in this study where
adult strength of the first strongest neighbor for nonobjects with small set sizes (M = 0.24, SD
= 0.15, range = 0.13 – 0.49) tended to be higher than the adult strength of the first strongest
neighbor for nonobjects with large set sizes (M = 0.15, SD = 0.08, range = 0.07 – 0.26).
However, note that three of the five nonobjects in each condition had similar strength values
for the first strongest neighbor (i.e., small set size nonobject 75 and large set size nonobject
29; 48 and 52; 68 and 59). This suggests that the negative correlation between neighbor strength
and set size was somewhat minimized in this set of stimuli. Adult strength of the second
strongest neighbor was similar across small and large set sizes (M = 0.08, SD = 0.02, range
0.07 – 0.11 for small; M = 0.09, SD = 0.04, range 0.06 – 0.16 for large). Child strength
comparisons showed a similar pattern. Adult and child neighbor strength for the selected
nonobjects is reported in Table 1.
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Digital files of the nonobjects were obtained from the original creators (Kroll & Potter,
1984) and were converted to bmp file format, the required file format for the experimental
control software (i.e., DirectRT, Jarvis, 2002).
Nonwords—Ten nonwords were selected from a pool of all possible consonant-vowel-
consonant (CVC) nonwords composed of early acquired consonants (Smit, Hand, Freilinger,
Bernthal, & Bird, 1990). Phonotactic probability and neighborhood density were computed
based on an adult dictionary of 20,000 words (Webster’s Seventh Collegiate Dictionary,
1967). Two measures of phonotactic probability were computed: positional segment sum and
biphone sum. Positional segment sum was computed by summing the log frequencies of all of
the words in the dictionary containing the target phoneme in the target word position and then
dividing by the sum of the log frequencies of all the words in the dictionary that had any
phoneme in the target word position (Storkel, 2004b). This was computed for each phoneme
in the word, and then these individual values were summed. Biphone sum was computed by
summing the log frequencies of all the words in the dictionary containing the target phoneme
pair in the target word position and then dividing by the sum of the log frequencies of all the
words in the dictionary that had any phoneme in the target word position (Storkel, 2004b). This
was computed for each phoneme pair in the word, and then these individual values were
summed. The 50th percentile and standard deviation were then determined for the full set of
nonword CVCs. Nonwords were selected such that the positional segment sum and biphone
sum were within half of a standard deviation of the 50th percentile (i.e., 0.11–0.15 for positional
segment sum; 0.002–0.006 for biphone sum). Adult positional segment sum and biphone sum
for the selected nonwords are shown in Table 2.
Neighborhood density also was computed for this same pool of CVC nonwords using the same
adult dictionary. Neighborhood density was computed by counting the number of words in the
dictionary that differed by a one phoneme substitution, addition, or deletion in any word
position. Again, the 50th percentile and standard deviation were determined for the full set of
CVC nonwords. Nonwords were selected such that the neighborhood density was within half
of a standard deviation of the 50th percentile (9–15). Adult neighborhood density for the
selected nonwords is shown in Table 2.
After the nonwords were selected, positional segment sum, biphone sum, and neighborhood
density were computed using the same procedures described above on an approximately 5,000
word child database developed by the first author. The child database consists of words and
frequency counts from the spoken language of first grade (Moe, Hopkins, & Rush, 1982) and
kindergarten (Kolson, 1960) children. Child values for the selected nonwords are shown in
Table 2.
Nonwords were audio recorded in a soundproof booth by a female native speaker of English.
Multiple recordings (at least three) were made of each nonword. These recordings were
digitized and edited. Durations were measured, and notes were made concerning recording
quality. One token of each nonword was selected based on its duration and recording quality.
All selected nonword tokens were correctly transcribed by two naïve listeners, under the same
listening conditions as the participants.
Nonobject-Nonword Pairings—Nonwords were divided into two sets (A vs. B) of five
nonwords. Table 2 shows the two sets of nonwords. The two sets were matched on adult
positional segment sum, biphone sum, and neighborhood density. The child values for these
three variables were also quite similar across sets. In addition, durations were similar for each
set (M = 561 ms, SD = 73 ms, range 479 – 646 ms for Set A; M = 563 ms, SD = 57 ms, range
497 – 631 ms for Set B). Four pairings of nonobjects with nonwords were created. In two of
the pairings, nonobjects with a small semantic set size were paired with Set A nonwords, and
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nonobjects with a large semantic set size were paired with Set B nonwords. In the remaining
two pairings, nonobjects with a small semantic set size were paired with Set B nonwords, and
nonobjects with a large semantic set size were paired with Set A nonwords. Table 2 shows the
four pairings of nonobjects and nonwords. The use of these four pairings was counterbalanced
across participants, guarding against any confounding of nonword characteristics with
semantic set size.
Training script—The training script was the same for each nonword. The script was recorded
by the same female speaker that recorded the nonwords under the same recording conditions.
The sentences in the script were digitized and edited. The nonwords were inserted into the
script during administration of the word learning task by the experimental control software
(i.e., DirectRT, Jarvis, 2002). The script was as follows: This is a nonword. Say nonword. Yes,
that’s a nonword or Listen closely, that’s a nonword. Remember, it’s a nonword. We’re going
to play a game. Find the nonword. That’s the nonword or That’s not it. This is the nonword.
Say nonword. Don’t forget the nonword. Thus, the exposure script provided eight exposures
to the nonword, including two repetition prompts (one with feedback and one without) and one
nonobject matching prompt (with feedback).
Word Learning Procedures
Each participant was seated in front of a laptop computer that presented visual stimuli via the
laptop screen and auditory stimuli via table-top speakers. Participant responses were audio and
video recorded as well as noted by the examiner on a score sheet and with number pad or mouse
input to the computer. Presentation of the auditory and visual stimuli was controlled by the
computer using DirectRT software (Jarvis, 2002).
The first word learning session began with baseline testing of the word learning measures. Two
tasks were used to measure word learning: naming and referent identification. These measures
always were administered in a fixed order with naming followed by referent identification. In
the naming task, a nonobject was presented on the computer screen and the child was asked to
name it. During baseline testing, children were encouraged to guess the name of the nonobject.
Any response was audio recorded, phonetically transcribed using broad transcription, and
scored. A response was scored as correct if it exactly matched the target nonword (i.e., 3 of 3
phonemes produced correctly in the correct order). The order of presentation of the nonobjects
was randomized by the DirectRT software.
In the referent identification task, all 10 nonobjects were presented on the computer screen in
two rows of five nonobjects with a number (i.e., 0–9) next to each picture. The location of the
nonobjects was randomized by the DirectRT software. A nonword was presented via the
speakers and the child was asked to guess which nonobject corresponded to the nonword.
Children indicated their response by pointing to the nonobject on the screen. The examiner
recorded the number of the child’s selection on a response sheet and also entered it on the
number pad connected to the computer. A response was scored as correct if the correct
nonobject was selected. The order of presentation of the nonobjects was randomized by the
DirectRT software.
Following baseline testing, the first training cycle was initiated. The order of presentation of
the nonobject – nonword pairs was randomized by the DirectRT software. The nonobject was
shown centered in the middle of the computer screen throughout the entire exposure. The first
portion of the training script and corresponding nonword were played over the speakers (i.e.,
This is a nonword. Say nonword.). Following the production prompt, the examiner scored the
child’s repetition attempt on-line as correct (i.e., left mouse click) or incorrect (i.e., right mouse
click). The examiner’s scoring determined the delivery of the appropriate feedback (i.e., for a
correct response: Yes, that’s a nonword; for an incorrect response: Listen closely, that’s a
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nonword.). Following the nonobject matching prompt (Remember, it’s a nonword. We’re going
to play a game. Find the nonword.), a matching game was played off-line. This game varied
by training cycle. For the first training cycle, the game was a card slap game. The examiner
had a deck of 10 cards corresponding to the 10 nonobjects. The examiner dealt each card face-
up one on top of the other, and the child was to slap the card with the target nonobject when it
appeared. Note that the picture of the target nonobject remained on the computer screen while
the card game was being played, making this a relatively simple matching task. The examiner
scored the child’s matching attempt on-line as correct (i.e., left mouse click) or incorrect (i.e.,
right mouse click). The examiner’s scoring determined the delivery of the appropriate feedback
(i.e., for a correct response: That’s the nonword; for an incorrect response: That’s not it. This
is the nonword.). A second repetition prompt was played (i.e., Say nonword) and scored by
the examiner, but the following exposure sentence was the same regardless of the accuracy of
the child’s repetition (i.e., Don’t forget the nonword.). Once the exposure was completed for
a given nonobject – nonword pair, the next pair was presented, following the same procedures
until all 10 pairs were presented.
Upon completion of the first training cycle, the naming and referent identification tasks were
re-administered following the same procedures as baseline testing, except that participants
were encouraged to remember the nonobjects and corresponding nonwords from the game
rather than being encouraged to guess. Administration of these measures is referred to as the
first test cycle.
Additional training-testing cycles were completed following these same procedures unless the
following two criteria were met. The first criterion was that the child had to name at least 3 of
the 10 nonobjects correctly. This specific criterion was chosen because it was in-line with
naming performance in past studies of phonotactic probability/neighborhood density (Storkel,
2001, 2003, 2004a; Storkel & Maekawa, 2005). The second criterion was that the child had to
correctly identify at least 5 of the 10 referents correctly. This specific criterion was chosen
because it represents a significant difference from chance performance (i.e., chance = 10%;
p < 0.01). Note that when meeting the overall criterion, it is still possible to show (or not show)
a difference in performance between nonobjects with a small versus a large set size. For
example, the following patterns would be possible if a child correctly identified 5 of the 10
referents: 5 small set size correct – 0 large set size correct; 4 small – 1 large; 3 small – 2 large;
2 small – 3 large; 1 small – 4 large; 0 small – 5 large. Most importantly, these criteria are
overall performance criteria (i.e., total correct responses/total number of items) rather than
condition-specific criteria (i.e., accuracy for small vs. larger set size). The impact of this is that
the number of exposures to the stimuli varied across participants depending on how quickly
they learned the words. This was necessary because there was variability between participants
in age and scores on standardized vocabulary tests. Setting overall performance criteria helped
to ensure that all children were at a similar overall level of performance (i.e., above the floor
but below the ceiling) when training was discontinued. However, it is important to emphasize
that all stimuli, both those with small and those with large set sizes, were always trained
together. Thus, within a given participant, the number of exposures to nonobjects with a small
versus a large set size was exactly the same. In this way, any differences in learning of
nonobjects with small versus large set sizes can be attributed to semantic set size, rather than
differences in the number of exposures.
Up to two additional training-testing cycles (Cycles 2 and 3) could be completed during the
first word learning session. These training-testing cycles followed the procedures already
outlined except that the training games differed. During the second training-testing cycle, the
off-line game was a sticker hiding game. Before training began, the examiner laid out all 10
nonobject cards face-up and, while the child’s eyes were closed, hid a sticker under two of the
nonobject cards: one with a small semantic set size and one with a large semantic set size. Then
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the training was initiated. When the child was instructed to match one of the cards to the
nonobject on the computer screen, the child selected a card and looked under the selected card
to determine whether a sticker was present.
During the third training-testing cycle, the off-line game was a bingo game. Before training
began, the examiner laid out a bingo board consisting of three pictures of each of the 10
nonobjects arranged randomly (i.e., 5 pictures × 6 pictures bingo board). Then the training was
initiated. When the child was instructed to match one of pictures on the bingo board to the
nonobject on the computer screen, the child selected only one of the pictures on the bingo board
and placed a colored bear on that picture. The goal of the game was to get six bears in a column.
If the training criteria were not met after three training-testing cycles (i.e., Cycles 1–3), training
was continued on a different day, approximately 1 week later. During the second word learning
session, up to three additional training-testing cycles could be completed (Cycles 4–6),
following the same procedures as the first word learning session. Thus, the maximum number
of training-testing cycles was six. If the criteria were not met after six cycles, training was
discontinued. Note that a child need not meet both criteria during the same cycle. That is, a
child could meet the naming criterion on one cycle (e.g., Cycle 2) and meet the referent
identification criterion on a different cycle (e.g., Cycle 3). In this case, training would be
discontinued after the cycle when the last criterion was met (e.g., Cycle 3 in this example). In
terms of the naming criterion (i.e., at least 3 of 10 correct), the following percent of children
met the naming criterion on the identified cycle: 0% of children met criterion on Cycle 1, 8%
on Cycle 2, 0% on Cycle 3, 11% on Cycle 4, 3% on Cycle 5, 8% on Cycle 6. The remaining
69% never met the naming criterion. In terms of the referent identification criterion (i.e., at
least 5 of 10 correct), the following percent of children met the referent identification criterion
on the identified cycle: 11% of children met criterion on Cycle 1, 14% on Cycle 2, 8% on Cycle
3, 8% on Cycle 4, 6% on Cycle 5, 6% on Cycle 6. The remaining 47% never met criterion. To
determine whether performance differed between children who met criterion versus those who
did not, data from each task were visually inspected comparing the two groups. The observed
patterns were similar across children who met criterion and those who did not. Thus, only the
full group analysis is reported in the results section.
Once the criteria were met or training was discontinued, the child returned for a final word
learning session to test retention of the nonobject – nonword pairs. This session occurred
approximately one week (M = 9 days, SD = 5, range 5–28 days) after the criteria were met or
training was discontinued and consisted of administration of the naming and referent
identification tasks, following the procedures already described.
Dependent Variables
One dependent variable was computed to examine differences between nonobjects with small
versus large semantic set sizes prior to training. The prediction was that there would be no
difference between small versus large semantic set sizes on this variable so that any difference
between small versus large semantic set sizes on the word learning dependent variables could
be attributed to word learning processes, rather than other factors. This control dependent
variable was the percentage of correct responses on the word learning naming baseline and
word learning referent identification baseline for nonobjects with small versus large semantic
set sizes. This dependent variable identifies any a priori response biases that could favor the
nonobjects with small or large semantic set sizes, particularly in the referent identification task
where guessing is possible.
One dependent variable was computed to address the purpose of the study. This was the
percentage of correct responses in the word learning naming and referent identification tasks
for nonobjects with small versus large semantic set sizes. This dependent variable was
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computed at two time points: the cycle when criterion was met for the task (or the final cycle
if criterion was never met for the task) and the one week retention test.
Reliability
Consonant-to-consonant transcription reliability was computed for transcription of the real
words produced by the child on the Goldman-Fristoe Test of Articulation-2 and the nonwords
produced during the word learning task (i.e., repetition and naming) for 22% of the participants.
Interjudge transcription reliability was 96% (SD = 2.7, range 93–100%) for real words and
98% (SD = 2.0, range 95–100%) for nonwords.
Procedural reliability for administration of the word learning protocol was computed for 25%
of the participants. A reliability judge viewed the video tape for the selected participants and
scored protocol administration (e.g., correct version of protocol administered, tasks
administered in the correct order, correct directions and feedback provided, correct on-line
scoring) as well as equipment and set-up (e.g., appropriate audio and video quality, appropriate
speaker loudness, computer malfunctions, data collection forms completed correctly).
Procedural reliability was 94% (SD = 4.2, range 87–100%). The majority of errors noted (i.e.,
67%) related to equipment issues such as poor sound quality on either the audio or video
recording due to a problem with positioning of the microphone or equipment malfunction.
Scoring reliability was computed for the word learning naming and referent identification tasks
for 31% of the participants. Interjudge scoring reliability was 99% (SD = 3.9, range 87–100%).
Results
The first analysis compared the percentage of correct responses to nonobjects with small versus
large semantic set sizes at baseline testing. Figure 1 shows this baseline accuracy for each type
of nonobject (small vs. large set size) in each task (naming vs. referent identification). For the
naming task, all children were 0% accurate naming nonobjects with small versus large semantic
set sizes. Thus, no statistical analyses could be completed because there was no variability in
the data. Baseline referent identification performance for nonobjects with small versus large
semantic set sizes was compared using a t test. Results showed no significant difference in
identifying nonobjects with small (M = 12%, SD = 14, range 0–40%) versus large semantic set
sizes (M = 15%, SD = 15, range 0–40%), t (35) = −0.82, p > 0.40. Children did not appear to
have an a priori response bias to select nonobjects with small or large semantic set sizes.
The second analysis examined the percent of correct responses in the word learning task using
a 2 semantic set size (low vs. high) × 2 task (naming vs. referent identification) × 2 time
(criterion/last cycle vs. retention test) repeated measures ANOVA. Figure 1 shows the
corresponding data for this analysis. The main effect of semantic set size approached
significance, F (1, 35) = 3.32, p = 0.08, ηp2 = 0.09. Responses to nonobjects with small semantic
set sizes (M = 27%, SD = 23) tended to be more accurate than responses to nonobjects with
large semantic set sizes (M = 23%, SD = 24). The main effect of task was significant, F (1, 35)
= 48.70, p < 0.001, ηp2 = 0.58. Responses in the referent identification task (M = 36%, SD =
23) were more accurate than responses in the naming task (M = 14%, SD = 20). This finding
was expected given that the naming task uses an open set response format (i.e., recall task),
whereas the referent identification task uses a closed set response format (i.e., recognition task).
The interaction of semantic set size and time also was significant, F (1, 35) = 4.15, p = 0.05,
ηp2 = 0.11. No other main effects or interactions were significant, all Fs (1, 35) < 2.00, all ps
> 0.15, all ηp2s < 0.06.
The significant interaction of semantic set size and time was followed up by conducting
separate 2 semantic set size (low vs. high) × 2 task (naming vs. referent identification)
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ANOVAs for each time: criterion/last cycle, retention test. For the criterion/last cycle, the effect
of semantic set size was not significant, F (1, 35) = 0.15, p > 0.60, ηp2 < 0.01. Responses to
nonobjects with small semantic set sizes (M = 26%, SD = 21) tended to be similar to responses
to nonobjects with large semantic set sizes (M = 25%, SD = 24). In contrast, the effect of task
was significant, F (1, 35) = 108.33, p < 0.001, ηp2 = 0.76. As was expected given the differences
in response format, responses in the closed-set referent identification task (M = 37%, SD = 23)
were more accurate than responses in the open-set naming task (M = 15%, SD = 15). The
interaction of semantic set size and task was not significant, F (1, 35) = 0.22, p > 0.60, ηp2 =
0.01.
For the retention test, the effect of semantic set size was significant, F (1, 35) = 8.65, p < 0.01,
ηp2 = 0.20. Responses to nonobjects with small semantic set sizes (M = 27%, SD = 23) were
more accurate than responses to nonobjects with large semantic set sizes (M = 21%, SD = 24).
Likewise, the effect of task was significant, F (1, 35) = 13.56, p = 0.001, ηp2 = 0.28. As expected,
responses in the referent identification task (M = 34%, SD = 23) were more accurate than
responses in the naming task (M = 14%, SD = 23). The interaction of semantic set size and task
was not significant, F (1, 35) = 2.44, p > 0.10, ηp2 = 0.07. However, the trend was for a smaller
difference between small and large semantic set sizes in the naming task as compared to the
referent identification task (see Figure 1).
Discussion
The purpose of this study was to determine whether semantic set size influenced word learning
by preschool children and whether this influence was similar to that previously reported for
neighborhood density. A related question was whether the influence of semantic set size would
be broad, showing effects on multiple measures of word learning both immediately after
learning and at a later retention test. Differences in learning names for nonobjects with small
versus large semantic set sizes did emerge, but not until 1 week after training was completed.
Specifically, nonobjects with small semantic set sizes were named and identified more
accurately than nonobjects with large semantic set sizes at the retention test. These findings
have implications for understanding how similarity to known representations influences word
learning as well as the breadth of this influence.
Role of Similarity to Known Semantic Representations in Word Learning
The finding of a significant effect of semantic set size on word learning by preschool children
suggests that the number of similar known semantic representations does influence the learning
of a novel word. This finding is similar to past research showing that the number of similar
known lexical representations influences word learning (Storkel, 2001, 2003, 2004a; Storkel
& Maekawa, 2005; Storkel & Rogers, 2000). Thus, it appears that similarity to known
representations influences novel word learning regardless of the type of representation
examined (i.e., lexical, or semantic). However, there is an important difference in the influence
of similarity to lexical versus semantic representations. For lexical representations, novel words
that are similar to many lexical representations (i.e., high neighborhood density) are learned
more readily than novel words that are similar to few lexical representations (i.e., low
neighborhood density). In contrast, the opposite pattern is observed for semantic
representations. Specifically, novel words that are similar to few semantic representations (i.e.,
small semantic set size) are learned more readily than novel words that are similar to many
semantic representations (i.e., large semantic set size). What can account for this apparent
discrepancy between lexical and semantic similarity in word learning? One possibility is to
consider how past accounts of the effect of similarity to known lexical representations on word
learning could be altered to explain the semantic data. A second possibility is to generate new
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accounts based on other semantic research. A third possibility is to consider the influence of
other unmeasured or uncontrolled variables.
Past accounts of similarity to known lexical representations—Previous accounts
of the effect of similarity to known lexical representations on word learning have suggested
two possible mechanisms that may offer a viable account of the semantic data (Storkel et al.,
2006). The first interpretation from past lexical research focuses on the role of known
representations in forming new representations and new connections between representations
(Storkel et al., 2006). In many models of spoken language, connections between representations
of the same type are inhibitory (or non-existent), whereas connections between representations
of different types are excitatory (e.g., Auer, 1993; McClelland & Elman, 1986). Thus, facilitory
effects typically arise through an interaction between representations of different types. In
terms of lexical facilitation in word learning, it has been hypothesized that initial exposure to
a new word initiates the formation of a new lexical representation and links to known
representations, although this representation and links might be incomplete or weak (Storkel
et al., 2006). Upon subsequent exposure to the novel word, the new lexical representation would
be activated and would spread activation to known phonological representations, which would
spread activation to known lexical representations. The known lexical representations would
then spread activation back to known phonological representations, which in turn would spread
activation back to the new lexical representation. This interactive process presumably
strengthens the connections between the new lexical representation and known phonological
representations. The more connections available, as would be the case in a high density
neighborhood, the greater the spread of activation with a corresponding increase in the strength
of the new lexical representation and links between the new lexical representation and known
phonological representations. This process arguably would speed the creation and/or retention
of strong representations for novel words that are similar to many known lexical representations
(i.e., high density neighborhood) as compared to novel words that are similar to few known
lexical representations (i.e., low density neighborhood). Crucially, this account depends on the
interaction of lexical representations and smaller word-form representations, namely
phonological representations. If it is assumed that semantic representations interact with
smaller meaning representations, such as representation of semantic features (e.g., Gasser &
Smith, 1998; Samuelson, 2002), then we would expect the same type of facilitation of similarity
to many representations. Alternatively, if it is assumed that semantic representations do not
interact with representations of smaller units of meaning either because smaller units of
meaning are not represented or because the connections are not bidirectional (e.g., Gupta &
MacWhinney, 1997), then the same type of facilitative mechanism for novel words that are
similar to many known semantic representations is not available. In this case, there would only
be inhibitory direct connections between known semantic representations, impeding learning
and/or retention of a novel word that is similar to many known semantic representations (i.e.,
large semantic set size). Thus, the findings from the current study could be accounted for using
the same mechanisms that have been proposed for lexical representations by hypothesizing a
lack of interaction between semantic representations and smaller units of meaning. This
hypothesis could be verified by examining the effect of semantic set size in other tasks where
interaction between semantic representations and smaller units of meaning would be critical.
A second possible interpretation from past lexical research relates to the influence of similarity
on triggering of word learning. That is, a person must recognize that a novel word was presented
to engage the process of creating a new representation. In past lexical research, it has been
hypothesized that phonotactic probability, rather than similarity to known lexical
representations, plays a critical role in triggering learning of the form of a novel word with low
probability sound sequences facilitating detection of novelty more readily than high probability
sound sequences (Storkel et al., 2006). It is possible that similarity to known semantic
representations serves this function for meaning. Specifically, a novel object that is similar to
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few other known objects, as in a small set size, may be more readily recognized as novel than
an object that is similar to many other known objects, as in a large set size. Consequently,
learning may be triggered immediately for nonobjects with a small set size. This bears some
resemblance to the novel name-nameless category principle (Golinkoff, Mervis, & Hirsh-
Pasek, 1994), which states that children have a bias to attach new word forms to unnamed
objects, but further suggests that phonotactic probability influences what counts as a novel
name, whereas semantic set size influences what counts as a nameless category. This
hypothesis could be tested by more clearly differentiating triggering of learning from other
aspects of word learning.
New accounts based on past semantic research—The effect of similarity to known
semantic representations on word learning may be accounted for by some mechanism that has
not been previously considered in the past lexical research. Numerous studies of adult long-
term memory suggest a possible mechanism to account for the effect of semantic set size on
word learning. Specifically, adult memory research shows that known words that are similar
to many semantic representations compete with those similar representations, leading to
performance decrements in recognition or recall of known words with a large semantic set size
when compared to known words with a small semantic set size (Nelson et al., 1993; Nelson,
Bennett, & Leibert, 1997; Nelson & Schreiber, 1992; Nelson et al., 1992; Nelson & Zhang,
2000). It is plausible that precisely this type of competition was induced with the current word
learning paradigm. Specifically, when viewing the nonobject, semantic representations in long-
term memory may have been activated creating competition between the semantic
representation being created and the already known semantic representations. Novel words
that are similar to many semantic representations (i.e., large semantic set size) would engender
greater competition than those that are similar to few semantic representations (i.e., small
semantic set size), impeding the creation and/or retention of an accurate, complete, and detailed
semantic representation. This type of competition may not have occurred in past lexical
research because of the transient presentation of the nonwords, which may have minimized the
activation of existing representations in long-term memory during exposure. Under this
hypothesis, the difference in the contribution of lexical and semantic similarity to word learning
would relate to differences in the engagement of long-term memory during exposure to the
novel words due to the specific paradigm used. This hypothesis could be tested by altering the
word learning paradigm to similarly engage long-term memory for both types of
representations (e.g., transient presentation of both the nonword and the novel object).
Influence of other variables—Another avenue of reasoning is to consider the influence of
other variables that were not systematically controlled. One possibility is that gross measures
of similarity that simply count the number of similar known representations may not be
sensitive to other important aspects of similarity that influence word learning and that could
differ across lexical and semantic representations. That is, fine grain aspects of similarity, such
as diversity of similar representations, strength of association between the target and its
neighbors, interconnectedness of neighbors, and hierarchical structure, are not captured by
neighborhood density or semantic set size. Consider as an example the potential influence of
diversity of the similar representations. Examination of the semantic neighbors of the
nonobjects in this study (refer to Table 1) shows that the semantic neighbors of the stimuli with
small set sizes tended to focus on a few themes, whereas the semantic neighbors of the stimuli
with large set sizes tended to focus on more themes (c.f., Storkel & Adlof, 2007). For example,
nonobject 79, which has an objectlikeness rating of 3.6, had a small set size. The nine semantic
neighbors seem to be decomposed into two themes, round items (i.e., ball, bowling balls, pea,
bead) and curved items (i.e., butterfly, wing, bathtub, mouth), and one difficult to classify
neighbor (i.e., pie). In comparison, nonobject 13 had the same object likeness rating (i.e., 3.6)
but its 16 semantic neighbors could be divided into four themes, clothes (i.e., dress, boot, hat,
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scarf, sock), food (i.e., cake, apple, ice), containers (e.g., bag, can, cup), and musical
instruments (i.e., drum, horn, maraca), and two neighbors that didn’t seem to cohere with the
others (i.e., paper, bone). In this case, small set size might facilitate word learning because the
similar semantic representations are more cohesive and less diverse, focusing attention on only
a few (presumably critical) perceptual or conceptual properties of the novel object. Previous
studies of the influence of lexical similarity have not examined or controlled the diversity of
the lexical neighbors. However, the definition of a lexical neighbor places a clear upper limit
on diversity, particularly when stimuli are limited to consonant-vowel-consonant (CVC)
words, as is the case in past research. That is, defining a neighbor as any word that differs by
one phoneme limits neighbors of CVC words to five specific types (i.e., onset substitution,
vowel substitution, coda substitution, phoneme addition, phoneme deletion). In this way,
differences in the effect of the influence of known lexical and known semantic representations
on word learning may be attributable to differences in the diversity of lexical versus semantic
neighbors (or other fine grain aspects of structure). This hypothesis could be tested by
systematically controlling or manipulating more fine grain aspects of lexical and semantic
similarity, such as neighbor diversity.
In a related vein, another fine grain aspect of structure is neighbor strength. There is a
documented relationship between semantic set size and strength of the first strongest semantic
neighbor (Storkel & Adlof, 2007), which also was observed for the current stimuli. This
suggests the possibility that the effects observed in this study may actually be attributable to
neighbor strength rather than semantic set size. To re-state the results under this interpretation,
children learned novel words having a stronger first semantic neighbor better than novel words
having a weaker first semantic neighbor. Under this scenario, the discrepancy between
similarity to known lexical representations and similarity to known semantic representations
in word learning is removed because it is assumed that different aspects of structure were tapped
across studies (i.e., the number of similar representations in past lexical research vs. the strength
of similar representations in the current semantic study). The influence of neighbor strength
could be accounted for by the interactive model previously described, whereby a stronger
semantic neighbor would spread greater activation back to the new semantic representation via
the representations of smaller units of meaning (e.g., semantic features). Future research
disambiguating the effects of neighbor strength and number of neighbors for both lexical and
semantic representations would provide a critical test of this hypothesis.
Breadth of Influence of Known Semantic Representations
In terms of the breadth of influence of known representations on word learning, past studies
of lexical representations have shown effects of neighborhood density in both naming and
referent identification tasks (Storkel, 2001, 2003; Storkel & Maekawa, 2005). Thus, it was
hypothesized that similarity to known lexical representations influences learning a new lexical
representation, based on the effect on naming, as well as connecting the new lexical
representation to a new semantic representation, based on the effect on referent identification.
A similar pattern was observed in this study for the effect of semantic set size, where the
interaction between semantic set size and task was not statistically significant. Therefore, it
appears that similarity to known semantic representations influences learning a new semantic
representation as well as connecting the new semantic representation to a new lexical
representation.
The above discussion of learning warrants further differentiation of the effect of similarity to
known representations on the formation versus retention of new representations and
connections. This can be examined more closely by considering the effect of similarity to
known representations across time (i.e., criterion/last cycle vs. retention test). Past studies of
lexical representations have shown an effect of neighborhood density at both learning and
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retention test points, although the effect is sometimes stronger (i.e., larger differences) at the
retention test point (Storkel, 2001, 2003, 2004a; Storkel & Maekawa, 2005). This suggests that
similarity to known lexical representations influences both learning and retention of new
representations and new connections between representations, although the effect on retention
may be stronger or more robust than the effect on learning. In the current study, the effect of
semantic set size was observed only at the retention test point and not during learning. This
may indicate that similarity to known semantic representations is more important for later
retention of new representations and new connections between representations than for the
initial formation of new representations and new connections between representations (cf.,
Leach & Samuel, 2007; Naigles, 2002). However, this interpretation probably should be
avoided because of the methods used in this study. Unlike past studies, this study set overall
accuracy criteria for discontinuing training, and learning data were analyzed only when these
criteria were met (or the maximum number of training cycles was completed). This may have
limited the difference between novel words with small versus large semantic set sizes
immediately following training. A different picture may have emerged if accuracy was tracked
across training, as has been done in past studies of lexical representations. Replication of this
result is warranted before theoretical conclusions can be drawn.
Conclusion
Investigation of the influence of semantic set size on word learning by preschool children
showed that children learned novel words that were similar to few known semantic
representations more readily than novel words that were similar to many known semantic
representations. This finding suggests that similarity to known representations influences word
learning, regardless of whether the similarity involves lexical or semantic representations.
However, the direction of the effect of similarity to known representations varies depending
on the specific type of representation involved. Specifically, similarity to many lexical
representations facilitates word learning, whereas similarity to many semantic representations
impedes word learning. It is unclear whether the same mechanisms that have been proposed
to account for the influence of similarity to known lexical representations on word learning
also can account for the effect of similarity to known semantic representations on word
learning. Moreover, it is unclear how fine grain aspects of lexical and semantic structure differ
from one another as well as how these potential differences might influence the role of each
type of representation in word learning. Additional research comparing the influence of lexical
and semantic representations on word learning is warranted so that a more detailed model of
word learning can be developed.
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Mean percent correct for nonobjects with a small set size (open symbols) and nonobjects with
a large set size (filled symbols) in the word learning naming (squares) and referent identification
tasks (circles) at baseline, criterion cycle (or last cycle if criterion never met), and one-week
retention. Error bars depict the standard error.
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